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Abstract. Modern web application systems are generally consisted of database
systems in order to process and store business information. These systems are
highly interesting to hackers as they contain sensitive information and the
diversity and amount of attacks severely undermine the effectiveness of
classical signature-based detection. In this work we propose a novel approach
for learning SQL statements and apply machine learning techniques, such as
one class classification, in order to detect malicious behavior between the
database and application. The approach incorporates the tree structure of SQL
queries as well as input parameter and query value similarity as characteristic to
distinguish malicious from benign queries. We develop the learning system
integrated in PHP and demonstrate the usefulness of our approach on real-world
application.
Keywords: sql injection, web security, machine learning, support vector
machine, kernel tricks
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Introduction

The majority of today’s web-based applications does employ the multi-layer
infrastructure and rely heavily on database storage for information processing. A lot
of attacks against web-applications are aimed at injecting commands into database
systems in order to gain unprivileged and access to sensitive records stored in these
systems. The approach of protecting web application is by introducing detection
models on the network layer firewall systems.
Besides pattern based approaches, there exists a variety of research on employing
anomaly based methods for detecting web-based intrusions or program analysis on
source code of target web application[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. The main contribution of our
work is the use of both syntax and semantic based analysis, i.e. tree-vector-kernel
based learning, which became popular within the field of natural language processing
(NLP). Our approach incorporates the parse tree structure of SQL queries as well as
input parameter and query value similarity characteristic to distinguish malicious from
benign queries. By applying this kernel trick into the SVM(support vector machine)
classifier, we can determine abnormal query accurately and efficiently.
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Kernel function for SQL query

The kernels between corresponding pairs of trees and/or vectors in the input sequence
are summed together.

K s ( o1 ,o2 )   

2.1



i 1,...,min( n,n')

kt (Ti ,Ti ') 



i 1,...,min( nv ,nu )

kb ( vi ,u i ) (1)

Tree kernel function

The main idea of tree kernels is to compute the number of the common sub-structures
between two trees T1 and T2 without explicitly considering the whole fragment space.
For this purpose, we need to define the tree kernel function in order to compute the
similarity of two trees.
Kt (T1 ,T2 )    k ( n1 ,n2 ) (3)
n1 NT1 n2 NT2

where NT1 and NT2 are the sets of the T1 ’s and T2 ’s nodes, respectively. By
adopting the concept of tree kernel from (ECAL 2006), we can define



if prod( n1 )  prod( n1 )
0

k ( n1 ,n2 )  
if height( n1 )  height( n2 )  1 (4)
 |n1|
  (   ( cnj ,cnj ) otherwise
1
2
 j 1
where  is the decay factor and   [0,1] is the counting factor, | n | is the
number of the children of node, for the last condition, | n1 || n2 | .
2.2

Vector kernel function

The best-known character-based string similarity metric is Levenshtein distance(LD).
In order to make measurement for similar strings bigger than different strings, we
define:

1
(5)
LD( u,v )
By making input-query value pair P  { b ( u1 ,v1 ),b ( u2 ,v1 ),...,b ( um ,vn )} , we

b ( u,v ) 

can define vector kernel to calculate the similarity:
|P|

Kb ( P,P')   Gaussian( Pi ,Pi ') (6)
i 1

Where |P|=|P’| Gaussian(…) is the Gaussian radial basis function:

Gaussian( xi ,x j )  exp(  xi  x j
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),   0 (7)
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System design and evaluation

We present our prototype system SQLLEARN as a mysqlnd extension integrated in
PHP interpreter. It functions as a SQL proxy with the ability of query learning and
anomaly detection between PHP application and Mysql database. Several vulnerable
PHP content management system applications are tested within this framework, the
results show that our system can provide accurate and complete protection against
SQL injection attacks.
Moreover, we compare the tree-vector kernel with tree and vector kernel alone to
show that the combination kernel surpass any singleton kernel and obtain the best
result. This reflect the fact that both syntax and application context play important
role in the detection of malicious SQL injection.

4

Conclusion

We presented an approach using tree-vector-kernels in SVM for SQL statements to
prevent SQL injection in web applications. The results confirm the benefit of
incorporation of syntax information of query and semantic context from application in
analyzing SQL queries. Compared to previous approaches, the combination gains
more accuracy than using syntax or context analysis alone as it brings more
information into classification.
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